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Abstract: Since statistical analysis of poetry is a challenging task in Natural Language Processing (NLP), making 
inferences about the poets also becomes a very challenging task. In this study, a dataset of Turkish poems which is 
obtained for 5 different poets is used to compare classification performance of the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
and Deep Neural Network (DNN) architectures. While Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is selected for ANN architecture, 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is selected as DNN architecture. Two main feature representation approaches 
are used for the experiments- Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is used for ANN and word 
embedding is used for DNN. As a result of the experiments it has been seen that MLP has the highest performance in 
terms of accuracy, precision, recall and F-score. 
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YSA ve DSA Kullanılarak Şair Sınıflandırma 

 
Özet: Doğal Dil İşleme'de (DDİ) şiirin istatistiksel analizi zorlu bir görev olduğundan, şairler hakkında çıkarımlar 
yapmak da oldukça zorlu bir görev haline gelmektedir. Bu çalışmada, 5 farklı şair için elde edilen Türkçe şiirlerden 
oluşan veri kümesi, Yapay Sinir Ağı (YSA) ve Derin Sinir Ağı (DSA) mimarilerinin sınıflandırma performansını 
karşılaştırmak için kullanılmıştır. YSA mimarisi olarak Çok Katmanlı Algılayıcı (MLP) seçilirken, DNN mimarisi 
olarak Evrişimsel Sinir Ağı (CNN) seçilmiştir. Deneyler için iki ana özellik temsili yaklaşımı kullanılmıştır- YSA için 
Terim Frekansı-Ters Terim Frekansı (TF-IDF), DSA'lar için kelime gömme kullanılmıştır. Deneyler sonucunda MLP, 
doğruluk, kesinlik, hassasiyet ve F-skoru açısından en yüksek performansa sahip olduğu görülmüştür. 
  
Anahtar Kelimeler: Şair Sınıflandırma, Sınıflandırma, Doğal Dil İşleme (DDİ), Yapay sinir Ağları (YSA), Derin Sinir 
Ağları (DSA) 
 
Reference to this paper should be made as follows (bu makaleye aşağıdaki şekilde atıfta bulunulmalı):  
Ekin Ekinci, Hidayet Takcı, Sultan Alagöz ‘Poet Classification Using ANN and DNN’ , Elec Lett Sci Eng, vol. 
18(1), (2022), 10-20. 
 
1.    Introduction 

Authorship Attribution (AA) is the task of identifying the authors of a text document from a set of 
candidate authors by benefiting from some writing style markers. The basic idea in AA is the 
manifestation of habits defined as the continuous repetition of acquired behaviors in the texts 
written by the authors. The acquired writing habits emerge as the authors use the same writing 
style in the same way while creating the texts. While these constantly repeating features constitute 
an important clue in attributing the author of the text [1].   
 
The history of determining an author is based on Mendenhall's work in the 19th century [2]. 
Mendenhall followed an approach based on the number of characters in the words in his study on 
literary texts. The turning point in the use of statistical methods in authorship analysis was 
conducted by Mosteller and Wallace in 1963 [3]. In this study, functional words were used as 
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textual features, and Bayes Theorem, one of the classification methods, was used to process these 
extracted functional words. Most of the AA studies followed were statistical [4-7]. 
 
Due to the successful applications of machine learning and deep learning, researchers in the AA 
area have begun to focus on the field of machine learning and deep learning as well. In addition, 
machine learning and deep learning methods have yielded higher accuracy than statistical methods 
[8]. This is because statistical methods are black box models and depend on data [9]. Also, machine 
learning and deep learning methods are noise tolerant and can handle nonlinear relations among 
features [10].  
 
AA can be designed as a binary or multi-class single label classification problem. Therefore, 
machine learning and deep learning methods deal with AA problems through assigning class labels 
to text data. In the literature, as machine learning approaches Support Vector Machine (SVM) [11, 
12], Decision Tree (DT) [13], Naïve Bayes (NB) [14, 15], k-nearest neighbor (KNN) [16], ANN 
[17, 18], ensemble classifiers [19, 20] are realized and as deep learning approaches Recurrent 
Neural Networks (RNN) [21], LSTM [22], CNN [23, 24] and so on are realized for AA problem. 
 
Although the history of the AA dates back much further, it is still one of the research areas on 
which there is a lot of work. Especially, thanks to the internet, today, millions of different types of 
natural language text documents are provided to users electronically. These types include code 
[25, 26], e-mail [27, 28], micro messages (such as twitter feeds, blogs, reddit comments) [29-33], 
literature texts [34, 35] and so on. When the literature is examined, it is seen that while a lot of 
studies have been done for these types of documents, the number of studies on poems is very 
limited. 
 
Hoorn et al. [36] benefited from letter sequences to realize poet classification. For this purpose, 
the authors represented poems in Dutch with tri-grams and different sizes of windows. While tri-
gram features were trained with KNN, NB and ANN, window based features were trained with 
only neural networks. The most successful method for tri-gram features was the neural network. 
For window size based features, the most successful result was obtained when the size was 8. 
Shahmiri et al. [37] developed a two-class poet identification and aimed to find out whether the 
existing poems were written by Shahnameh of Ferdowsi. As a result of the reduction of the poetic 
features, the authors determined that ANN is much more successful than NB as a result of the 
classification. Mohammad [38] classified Arabic poetries into twenty different poet classes. As a 
classification algorithm NB was used and 66% micro average were obtained. Can et al. [39] 
categorized Ottoman poems by poets. To achieve the categorization task, most frequent words, 
token lengths, two-word collocations, and type lengths were selected as features and as classifiers 
NB, SVM were used. Rakshit et al. [40] utilized a combination of lexical and stylometric features 
namely orthographic, syntactic and phonemic features for poet identification. Pandian et al. [13] 
extracted lexical, syntactic and semantic features from poems to determine poets with C4.5 
algorithm. Ahmed et al. [41, 42] made poet attribution based Arabic poems. They extracted 
characters, sentence length of poems, word length, rhyme, meter and first word of the sentence as 
features and fed these features separately and combined into NB, SVM and Sequential Minimal 
Optimization (SMO). Waijanya and Promrit [43] classified Thai poems based on poets with CNN. 
The authors made classifications over different numbers of poets and observed that while 
achieving 100% accuracy for two authors, the accuracy decreased to 55% with the increase in the 
number of poets. Şahin et al. [44] to classify poems based on poets created a dataset of three 
different poets in English. They applied five different classification algorithms namely SMO, C4.5, 
Random Forest (RF), and KNN by performing filtering on the TF-IDF features with Chi Square 
(CHI) they obtained from poems. The SMO had the best success with 70% F-score. Tariq et al. 
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[45] proposed to identify poets of Urdu Ghazal by applying feature reduction using TF-IDF matrix. 
As a result of the experiments, it observed that feature reduction provided an increase in 
performance for classical machine learning algorithms.  Salami and Momtazi [46] compared RNN 
in terms of poet identification. 
 
In this study, MLP from classical ANN architectures and CNN networks from DNN architectures 
are used for poet classification. Although DNNs often outperform classical ANN architectures, the 
MLP algorithm in this study outperforms CNN based on the accuracy, precision, recall and F-
score, interestingly. The success of classical machine learning algorithms or deep learning 
algorithms is related to the data used. While deep learning algorithms give higher results in larger 
sized data, classical machine learning algorithms can give higher results in lower dimensional data. 
Therefore, this study has shown us once again that not every algorithm gives the best results 
everywhere, but gives the best results under suitable conditions.  
 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, pre-processing steps, weighting scheme 
and classification algorithms are mentioned. In Section 3, experiments and experimental results 
are given in detail. Finally, discussions and conclusions for the future work are summarized in 
Section 4. 
 
2.    Proposed Methodology 

2.1. Feature Engineering 

2.1.1. Pre-processing 

In AA problems, pre-processing is the most important step due to transforming the text into a 
meaningful form from which information can be extracted. This transforming step is realized by 
eliminating stop-words, stemming, tokenizing, lemmatizing, normalizing, converting to 
lowercase and removing out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. These steps are general and adapted to 
the task to be proposed by using one or more of them. 
 
In the pre-processing step of the poems, firstly, conversion of text in lower case is carried out 
because of lack of case sensitivity. The OOV words which are accepted as noise are removed from 
the texts. Then stop-words, which do not give clues about the writing style of the poets, are 
eliminated. Then poems are tokenized. All these steps are realized by using the Python NLP library 
called Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK)1. After stemming is performed on the poems by using 
Snowball stemmer2. At the end of the preprocessing steps, the original form of the poem line, 
which is "ne bülbül kaldı ne gül kül oluverdi dünya", becomes "kal bülbül kal gül kül oluver 
dünya". 
 
2.1.2. Feature Construction 

The TF-IDF is a measure of weight which tells the importance of a word to a poem in the corpus 
[47]. In the realm of machine learning for AA tasks, TF-IDF is the most preferred real-valued 
representation because of its simplicity and efficiency. The heuristic intuition behind the TF-IDF 
is if a word occurs in too many poems that word is of little importance for the poetry collection, 

                                                 
1 https://www.nltk.org/ 
2 https://snowballstem.org/ 
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that is, its weight is low. On the contrary, the related word is of high importance, that is, its weight 
is also high. A high weight means that the word has a high distinctiveness in classification. 

The equation of the TF-IDF is given with Eq. 1 as below: 

     tIDFd,tTFd,tIDFTF   (1) 

In the equation above  d,tTF  represents the number of times term t occurs in the document d  

and calculated based on Eq. 2.  tIDF  represents the inverse document frequency of term t  and 
calculated by using Eq. 3. 

 
d_document_in_terms_#total

d_document_in_occurs_t_term#
d,tTF   (2) 

 
it_in_t_term_with_documents#

documents#
dIDF   

(3) 

Mathematical representation of texts is informative for studies of NLP such as classification. For 
deep learning based NLP studies texts are represented by means of mathematical representation. 
One of these is Global Vectors (GloVe). GloVe is an unsupervised word-vector learning algorithm. 
The GloVe model is trained on the word-word co-occurrence matrix and generates the word-
vector. 

2.2. Classification Models 

2.2.1. MLP 

ANNs, which are inspired by the human brain and can produce new information, associate and 
generalize information through the learning way of the human brain; are computer systems that 
are connected to each other via weighted links and that process information in parallel with process 
elements (neurons), each of which has its own distributed memory [1]. Artificial neural networks, 
which are used in areas such as classification, pattern recognition, and prediction, are very 
powerful and popular methods thanks to their ability to learn non-linear and implicit relationships 
between inputs and outputs through mathematical functions. In the solution of non-linear problems 
in artificial neural networks, the MLP algorithm is used. This network consists of an input layer, 
one or more hidden layers, and an output layer. In each layer, there are one or several neurons 
which are used to connect the layer with the following. The generalized delta learning rule is used 
in this artificial neural network model, which learns from the inputs given to it and the outputs 
corresponding to these inputs. The generalized delta learning rule provides learning in two stages: 
forward feed and backward propagation. In forward feed, the network produces outputs according 
to the inputs given to it, while in backward propagation, the connection weights are updated. The 
purpose of updating the connection weights is to minimize the error value. The mathematical 
formula of MLP is given below. 
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In the Eq. 4, kO  is the net input to the thk  neuron in the output layer as a result of the activation 

function 2f . M  and N  represent the neuron size in the input and hidden layers, respectively. i,kw  

is the weight between kth and thi  neuron in the output and hidden layers, respectively. Activation 

function f1 is used for the net input to the thi  neuron in the hidden layer. )j,i(w  is the weight 

between thi  and thj  neuron in the hidden and input layers, respectively. )o,i(w  and )o,k(w  are the 

bias values for the neurons in the hidden and output layer, respectively. MLP architecture with one 
hidden layer is given with Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. MLP architecture with one hidden layer 

 
2.2.2. CNN 

CNN has superior capability in classification of image, audio and text data compared to RNN and 
LSTM. CNN is a mathematical model which is designed to transform input into a more useful 
representation [48]. CNN is composed of three layers namely convolution, pooling, and fully 
connected layers. While the convolution and pooling layers feature extraction is realized, a fully 
connected layer uses the extracted features to obtain output. 
 
Convolutional layer is the key among layers due to applying mathematical and linear operations. 
In this layer feature extraction is realized. Pooling layer performs down-sampling to reduce the 
dimension of the feature map. Thus reducing the number of parameters to be learned. The fully 
connected layer transforms the feature maps of the convolution layer and pooling layer to a one-
dimensional feature vector. The architecture of the CNN is given with Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. The inner structure of CNN unit 
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3.    Experiments 

3.1. Dataset and Evaluation Metrics  

To carry out the experiments, we collected a total of 314 poems from 5 different poets from 
different websites. The whole datasets are in Turkish and publicly available. The dataset was 
divided into two parts as training and test sets with 80% and 20% rates, respectively. The training 
set contains 251 poems and the test set contains 63 poems. The summary of the dataset is given 
with Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Summary of dataset 
Poet # of Poems Average # words per poem 
Poet1 63 86 
Poet2 56 115 
Poet3 60 106 
Poet4 60 137 
Poet5 75 320 

 
To evaluate the ANN and DNN architectures precision, recall, accuracy and F-measure scores are 
calculated. The definitions of these metrics are as follows: 
 

FPTP

TP
ecisionPr


  (5) 

FNTP

TP
callRe


  

(6) 

TNFNFPTP

TNTP
Accuracy




  (7) 

 

callReecisionPr

callReecisionPr2
MeasureF




  (8) 

where true positive (TP) is the number of poets correctly classified as X, false positive (FP) is the 
number of X poets classified as incorrectly, false negative (FN) is the number of poets incorrectly 
classified as X and true negative (TN) is the number of correctly classified poets (except X). 
 
3.2. Experimental Settings and Results  

To carry out the experiments, we collected a total of 314 poems from 5 different poets from 
different websites. In this study we aim to compare neural network architectures to learn which 
model is the best for classification of poets. All of our experiments run on Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-
6500@3.20GHz, with 8 GB RAM. The operating system is Windows10. While for realizing MLP 
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we use sklearn Library of Python3, for realizing RNN and LSTM architectures, we use a high-
level Python library which is called as Keras4. 
 
In order to run the models, the model parameters namely number of input neurons, hidden layers, 
hidden neurons, epoch and batch sizes must first be determined. The number of hidden neurons is 
determined based on feature size in the dataset. In this study, our features are extracted with TF-
IDF and maximum feature size is selected as 1500. Therefore, the number of input neuron sizes is 
equal to 1500 for all architectures. In MLP, there is one hidden layer with 100 neurons. The 
regularization parameter alpha is set as 0.0001 and maximum iteration count is set as 300. For the 
optimization of the weight adam is used as a solver. In CNN, for the convolutional network layer, 
we use word embeddings with the dimension of 100 that are initialized by GloVe as in LSTM. 
The first dense layer has 1024 neurons and relu as activation function. The second dense layer has 
524 neurons and relu as activation function. The last dense layer has 63 neurons and softmax as 
activation function. For the optimization of the weight adam is used as a solver with learning rate 
is equal to 0.000055. Number of epoch and batch size set to 1000 and 1280, respectively. 
Comparison results of the models are given with Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Comparison results 
Architecture Precision Recall F-Score Accuracy 
MLP 0.83 0.81 0.81 0.81 
CNN 0.63 0.61 0.59 0.61 

 
When the comparison results are examined it has been seen that prediction accuracy of MLP is 
higher than that of DNN architecture CNN for this problem. Hence, we can conclude that MLP is 
the best suited classifier for poet classification.  
 
For MLP, the confusion matrix is given with Table 3 to evaluate architecture in detail for each 
author. 
 
Table 3. Confusion matrix for MLP 
 Poet1 Poet2 Poet3 Poet4 Poet5 
Poet1 11 1 2 1 0 
Poet2 5 6 6 0 1 
Poet3 2 0 7 0 0 
Poet4 0 2 0 2 1 
Poet5 1 0 1 1 13 

 
According to Table 3, the results obtained for the Poet5 are the most successful. Of the 16 poems 
written by the Poet5, 13 are predicted correctly. It is followed by the Poet1. 11 of the 15 poems 
written by the Poet1 are predicted correctly. While these two poets give the best values in terms 
of both precision and recall, Poet2 gives the most unsuccessful result. Only 6 of the 18 poems 
written by the Poet 2 are predicted correctly. This situation tells us that the Poet 1 and Poet5 have 
a distinctive style for them, while the Poet does not have a distinctive style of his own. Therefore, 
the data used is as important as the algorithms in the success of poet classification. A data set 
composed of poets with distinctive style may give higher classification accuracy, while those with 
unambiguous style may give lower accuracy. 
 

                                                 
3  https://scikit-learn.org/stable/ 
4 https://pypi.org/project/Keras/ 
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4.    Conclusions 

Since poet classification is a difficult task, there are not many studies on it in the literature. In this 
paper, to address the poet classification, we compare ANN and DNN architectures by using 
Turkish poem dataset. As ANN architecture we use MLP and as DNN architecture we use CNN. 
Results show that the MLP is the best compared with CNN. The reason for this difference in the 
success of the classification models depends on the selected data set, the preprocessing steps 
applied to the dataset, the extracted features and algorithm parameters. When the classification 
success per poet is evaluated, it is seen that the poets with distinctive stylistic features are classified 
well. In future, we would like to improve classification accuracy by enhancing feature construction 
and neural network architectures. 
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